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Wolverines meeting 3/1/2010
The meeting was held at the Mt. Clemens Public Library.
There were 8 present, we had donuts and coffee was provided by Steve M.

Glen opened the meeting shortly after 7 p.m.
Treasurer's Report:
Last month we had $995.82
This month we have $1395.69
As 4 more members paid their dues.
As stated last month, We need $1471 to operate through 2010, so we are in very good shape.

Secretary's Report:
The Secretary read the minutes of the last month, as it is posted on our web site.

Old Business:
Electrical Installation Proposed Earlier:
Dave Lockhart explained that the panel we would need for this project is on sale right now at $261.
It handles 45 watts, requires a bank of batteries, and can run lights, PA system, and a charging station from the
charge accumulated in the batteries.
The club decided to take some time and think about it further...
Fence:
We should try to get this installed in April. There are some 12 foot posts that need to be transported to the field,
along with the fencing. The owner says we can just push the posts into the ground, that should be sufficient.
Flowers for Art's funeral:
Les made a motion that we pay $55 for flowers for our good friend Art, and Dave Bacon seconded the motion. A
vote was taken, which of course, was unanimous.
We all give our best wishes to Jerry's Mother, who is in the hospital.

Show and Tell:
Bob Branch shows a combat plane: The Fast & Furious
This 32" span foamy is electric powered and is designed for combat. This would be perfect for our club to
pursue, as they are quiet, and relatively safe, due to the fact they are so light at 11 ounces!.
The plane is very inexpensive:
Motor = $6
Prop = $2
Battery = $7
Servos = $3
Zagi tape for covering = $6 a roll
Bob handed out copies of the plane, which is now posted on our website. He said we will build one at our next
meeting, and if you would like to build your own, bring a flat building board, Dave will put together the bill of
materials.
When we compete, AMA requires a hard hat for participants.
Les showed his Pitts Special:
This was a beautiful bipe from "Dynamics Unlimited", and included a 3 channel receiver with speed control. The
kit was built with very thin balsa and finished with food dye for the absolute lightness possible. All-up weight was
just a few ounces!
Pete brought in his Super Sportster:
This was the 40 size, and a beautiful plane. Pete got pants for it at a swap meet, and it really looked good. Jerry
made the tail section for it, and Peter covered it in a matching blue / white scheme with the red stripe, very
tasteful.

50/50:
The 50/50 was about $22, but your secretary wasn't paying attention to the details, sorry..

Next Meeting: Apr 5, 2009, Monday

